Epstein-Barr virus and multiple sclerosis: Updating Pender's hypothesis.
Substantial epidemiological evidence supports the involvement of the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) in multiple sclerosis (MS). Mechanisms through which EBV may increase MS risk are reviewed here. Most individuals contract EBV in early childhood yet only develop MS in early adulthood, by which time EBV has been latent for decades. When latent, EBV is confined to a minute subset of memory B cells: about 1000 cells in peripheral blood and 500,000 cells in the lymphoid system, mainly in the mouth. Reactivation of EBV in the central nervous system (CNS) has been proposed as a cause of MS. Alternatively, EBV may enable the recognition of "forbidden" antigens by memory B cells through its presence in this leukocyte type, as first proposed by Pender. Though the requirement for B cells in MS supports both hypotheses, EBV has not been consistently found in MS lesions, as would be expected. EBV episome replication during B cell division is now known to be inefficient, resulting in some descendant B cells becoming EBV-free after a few dozen divisions. EBV-free memory B cells in the CNS may thus have descended from a memory B cell which matured while containing EBV episomes, enabling its B cell receptor to recognize "forbidden" MS-causing antigens in the CNS, even if EBV is absent from this site.